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ST HILARY’S AND THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
‘Does a mirror tell the truth?’ ‘What is truth?’
Miss Hall
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It barely seems possible that we are breaking up for Half Term today.
Despite everything that is going on, the time seems to be going very
quickly and the boys and girls are no doubt ready for the well-earned
break. Thank you again, for all your support and determination to
embrace the home-learning and ensure your children maintain their
learning momentum. I would like to extend a further special thank you
to the staff for their enthusiasm, dedication and sheer hard work to
ensure that it can be as close as we can be to ‘business as usual’ in
times which are far from normal.
From all accounts, the boys and girls tremendously enjoyed the virtual
school trip on Wednesday. My thanks go to Mrs Price for arranging
such an exciting itinerary and I was pleased to see, as usual the
children so excited about their packed lunches as well as all the
activities! Of course, we had the perfect weather for a trip to the
zoo and I am sure that plenty of learning took place. I had lots of
lovely little messages on Showbie from the boys and girls and of

course, your photos always make me smile. The photo of Henry, Y3
and his little sister, Lizzi, posing as meerkats made me laugh out loud!
Indeed, school life has continued to be busy on many levels and we
have held a series of very successful virtual Open Mornings. Despite
the difficult circumstances, the interest from prospective families
remains high. Thank you for recommending us to your friends and
colleagues. We fully appreciate that our parents and our children are
our very best ambassadors.
Over half-term Mrs McGuigan is challenging families and staff to
collectively walk, run or cycle the length of the UK from John
O’Groats to Land’s End which is 874 miles. As you are out and about
over half-term track your distance as a family and send her the
number of miles you have travelled either by email
lmcguigan@sthilarysschool.com or on Showbie.
As I bring my Notes to a close this week, I would like to reiterate
that we understand that the lockdown has been extremely challenging
to a significant number of people in our school community. Please do
be
in
in
contact
with
either
Mrs
Mitchell
at
gmitchell@sthilarysschool.com or me at head@sthilarysschool.com if
you need any support. I hope that you manage to take a breath and
enjoy next week. We look forward to opening some of the physical
buildings for the final half term of this academic year depending on
the HM Government’s announcement on 28 May. Further information
will follow in due course and we will be in touch next week.
Finally, thank you for the support you have shown me. It has been
uplifting and so much appreciated and I feel privileged to be leading
St Hilary’s, as we navigate our way through this difficult period of
time, which we hope will become history sooner than later.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This afternoon the following Headmistress’ Award and Commendations were presented during
Assembly:
Headmistress’ Awards
Orla (Y3) – For working so hard and completing all work set
Scarlet (Y5) – For a fantastic theatre review on The Tiger’s Tale
Avery (Y5) – For a fantastic theatre review on The Tiger’s Tale
Commendations
Henry (Y3) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Lauren (5) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Grace (Y6) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Sophie (Y3) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Maisie ((Y2) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Daisy We (Y6) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Martha (Y3) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Rose (Y4) – For excellent progress in Mrs Wood’s piano lessons
Lachlan (Y3) – For his excellent presentation of his thorough research about the tiger from
'A Tiger's Tale'.
William (Y1) – For his improvement in writing
Evie (Y6) – For an excellent paragraph and spelling in lockdown
Amaara (Y3) – For composing a beautiful haiku in poetry class
Iris (Y5) – For super reading of ‘The Watchers’ in poetry
Emily (Y6) - For super reading of ‘The Watchers’ in poetry
Orlando (Y2) – For excellent disgusting sandwich instructions
George (Y2) – For excellent disgusting sandwich instructions
Emily (Y3) – For hard work and making great progress
Polina (Y2) – For always approaching tasks with positivity
Pip (Y3) – For working hard in Maths and learning times tables
Edward (Y3) – For hard work and progress in English
Ione (Y4) – For superb ‘warm up’ thinking in Philosophy
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True Friend Band
Keira-Lee – For delivering a sunflower plant to Rose

NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
Human beings are social animals and our brains are wired for social interactions which are
essential for our wellbeing. On Wednesday, our St. Hilary’s School ‘virtual’ school trip to the
zoo and theatre was a huge success enabling these ‘social interactions’ to take place. The staff
naturally fell into their normal roles by checking pupil safety, ‘Have you got your sun cream on?’
‘What about your water bottle?’ There was great anticipation from the children as they were
set to embark on an amazing adventure with their friends. I was fortunate to ‘travel’ with Mrs
Hillery, Mrs Bathe-Taylor and Year One who during registration showed they had their packed
lunches ready, cuddly toys in tow and sun glasses on, ready for the off! A special mention to
Zach who wore his new birthday glasses! Perfect timing for a morning of sunshine! For our
pupils, we understand the importance of these social interactions. Orlie showed her packed
‘Frozen’ themed lunch box, Flora her special ‘lion’ crisps and James explained he was looking
forward to seeing the tigers. A huge thank you to all the staff for connecting with their classes
to make it a really exciting day! Mrs Redman (clipboard ready) and Mrs Longbottom remembered
their high-vis jackets, Mrs Price enjoyed her picnic lunch and Miss Hall put on her best attire
for the visit to the theatre.

The children were certainly inspired. Congratulations to Finlie for your animal alphabet, Lydia
for your amazing Jaguar fact file and Orla with your super zoo top trump cards!
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While we can’t have playdates just now and the physical school buildings are closed, there are
things that we can do to help our children develop the social skills they need and give them the
chance to practice these vital skills. The following are social skills that all children need which
can be practised in different ways at home:











Making eye contact
Taking turns and sharing resources/belongings
Respecting personal space
Using please and thank you
Conversation skills:
 Knowing how to start and end conversations appropriately
 Waiting until someone else has finished speaking before saying your piece
 Adding to conversation in relevant ways (i.e. understanding what the main thread
of the conversation is)
 Making conversations two-way, i.e. about topics of interest to both participants
with both parties participating equally
 Asking relevant and open-ended questions to sustain the conversation
 Listening in order to learn and showing interest in the other’s contributions
Receptive language skills –understanding subtleties like jokes, sarcasm, idiom
Non-verbal language skills –interpreting body language, tone of voice and facial
expressions
Being willing to ask for clarification if confused
Being able to regulate emotions such as anger, disappointment, frustration.

If you are able to facilitate contact with friends using video based technologies this is
invaluable. For the little ones, this is harder but they can still play ‘alongside’ each other with
shared activities like Play-Doh or the popular, homemade ‘slime.’
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Our weekly chess tournament continues to be a huge hit with the children and is another super
way the children have been able to interact with one another. Not to miss out, we will be
potentially holding a parent tournament soon. Watch this space! Congratulations to Henry, Abi
and Finlie with the special ‘Antichess’ tournament that took place this week.

A reminder that Year 6 Prefects would still love entries for their ‘View from My Window’
photography competition. Please email gmitchell@sthilarysschool.com
Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
Year 1 have all worked incredibly hard this week and I am impressed by the quantity and detail
of the work that has been submitted. The children enjoyed learning about knights and jousting,
and I was impressed to see Freddie and his dad acting out a joust in their garden! In Maths we
have learnt to halve and quarter shapes and quantities, as well as learning about values and totals
of coins.
The highlight of the week was undoubtedly our trip to the zoo. It was wonderful to see the
children’s excitement during our Zoom meeting and we enjoyed the company of Mrs Mitchell and
Mrs Bathe-Taylor, too!
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Year 2 have had a brilliant week and continue to impress us with how hard they are all working.
In English we spent our final week on The Lighthouse Keeper's Lunch, focusing on instruction
writing based around the disgusting sandwich Mrs Grinling made to keep the pesky seagulls away.
The children concocted some revolting sandwiches then wrote instructions for someone to follow
in order to make them. I certainly would not want to be presented with any of their disgusting
combinations... rotten fish skin, charcoal and mouldy bread to give you an idea! In Maths we have
continued with our problem solving and times tables as usual, as well as looking at fractions. The
children did really well with this work, especially with some of the harder challenge questions.
The highlight of the week was undoubtedly the virtual trip to the zoo and the theatre. It was
so lovely to chat to our classes on zoom and hear all about their favourite parts of the day, and
to see some of the super work they had completed. The animal survey was a big highlight from
their activities, and the baby sloths and tigers were up there with the most popular animals the
children saw at the zoo. Mrs Plaistowe and I have also both bumped into various year 2 children
this week in the park, and it has been so lovely to see friendly faces in person rather than just
on zoom! Another super week of learning and now time for a well-deserved half term break!
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Mrs Hillery

NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY – HEAD OF EYFS
In Nursery this week the children have continued their topic of colours, shapes and numbers.
They have had lots of fun experimenting with colour mixing in sandwich bags, tower building,
colour sorting with objects at home and making shape clowns. The children also enjoyed the
virtual trip to the zoo and been playing a listening game with Miss Woodman on Zoom.
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In Kindergarten this week the children have been busy exploring polar regions as part our
habitats topic. They have been discussing the differences between the Arctic and Antarctica
and what animals might live there. The children enjoyed a sorting activity and designing and
making their own icy habitats, In Maths, the children had a go at being shape detectives,
spotting shapes in the inside and outside environments at home.

What a super final week of half term in Reception! The children have continued to amaze us with
their reading, writing and number skills. In Mathematics we have been studying measure, using
both standard and non-standard units. The children have worked so hard measuring many
different items using both a ruler, and their own body parts! We have also looked at capacity,
where the children probably got very wet, but had lots of fun exploring how much liquid a
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container holds – learning about the concepts of full, empty, half full, nearly full and nearly
empty.
In Literacy we read Whatever Next by Jill Murphy, and the children used their incredible
imaginations to discover how they would get to the Moon, without using a rocket, and explored
list writing, where the children shared what they would take with them to the Moon.
We have really enjoyed our Zoom reading sessions with the children. We can see the hard work
taking place at home, and the progress that they are all continuing to make in their reading.
We had so much fun on our Virtual School Trip to the Zoo and the theatre! With our bags
packed, and lunch boxes at the ready, we zoomed to London and all the way up North. It was
lovely to share our show and tell time with our friends on Zoom, and a real treat for us to see
what the children had most enjoyed about their day.
We wish you all a very happy half term, and look forward to exploring our new topic ‘Minibeasts’
after the half term break!

Sam Measuring Emily
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Edward built a Space Ship

Dora’s beautiful bee garden
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Mrs Hillery
CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RR – Ron - For taking a risk with his reading
RE - Grace - For super progress in her reading, and for using lovely intonation and expression.
1G – Zachary – For embracing the zoo with his sisters
1H – Charlotte – For consistent determination to learn from home
2B - Jemima - For her excellent instruction writing.
2P – Arthur – For amazing hard work and creative ideas

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
MATHS
This week has been somewhat of a Geometry week in the Maths
department! Mrs Redman’s Year 4 group started by working with 2D
shapes. The children were asked to sort 2D shapes by identifying their
properties and putting them in to a Venn diagram. However, Feli T then
went on to make this brilliant ‘2D Shape’ poster, giving each shape it’s
correct name and using all the correct mathematical language!!
Fantastic effort Feli, you really have understood this work and your
poster is sure to help others understand too...a huge well done to you.

Later in the week, our Year 4 children had moved on to 3D shape. The class were challenged to
draw a net for a 3D shape and then to make a model from their net.....and they certainly did
rise to the challenge!! A fantastic effort made by all, here is just a selection of the photos
sent through to demonstrate what they achieved.
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Meanwhile there has been lots of work going on in all year groups with Perimeter and area this
week. The children have been busy designing and planning their own Zoo, after their exciting
virtual Zoo trip on Wednesday. They were given the task of planning, and then budgeting, for
the animal enclosures that they would like to include. Firstly, they had to calculate the areas
and perimeters for each enclosure and follow strict rules where no animal was to be kept on its
own or in an enclosure that was too small. Each enclosure needed to be a specific shape and the
children also had to include that all important toilet block and gift shop in their planning! They
have produced some fantastic, imaginative work, and completed some tricky maths in the
process!! Here is just a sample of what they have been doing...Well done everyone!

Mrs Brown
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ENGLISH
The children have been buzzing once again this week and have been working so hard, producing
some amazing writing. Y6 delighted us with their Nonsense Stories this week. The task was a
way of making learning KS2 Statutory Spellings fun, and Mrs Price and I were most definitely
entertained reading and listening to them! After tackling a comprehension entitled, ‘Hostage to
Handheld Devices’, a timely lesson for the approaching Half Term break, the girls had some
more light relief by composing their own advertising slogans to encourage children of their own
age to step away from electronic devices. In Y5, great fun was had learning
about prepositions and we received some wonderful and very creative photos evidencing the
placement of cuddly toys around the girls’ homes and gardens. Quite a few of them were
positioned ‘.....on the loo!’ After the “trip” to the theatre on Wednesday, Y5 were asked to write
theatre reviews about the performance of ‘A Tiger’s Tale’ and we are very much looking forward
to reading these as they produced some excellent reviews back in January after our amazing
visit to see ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’ in London. Also inspired by Wednesday’s
virtual school trip, Y4 completed a comprehension about reptiles known as sea dragons, which
was an extract taken from Sneed Collard’s book, “Reign of the Sea Dragons”. As an extension
task, they were challenged to design their own sea monster and describe it using lots of
adjectives and similes to give it the ‘wow’ factor. Their work is incredibly imaginative and there
is considerable variation between the cute and the sinister in their creations! Y3 classes have
read Chapter 4 of The Sheep Pig this week and are enjoying reading about Babe's exploits trying
to herd ducks. They have also written a review of ‘A Tiger's Tale’, as well as completing other
tiger-related activities.
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At the beginning of lockdown, the author, Katherine Rundell, with the help of over one hundred
children's authors and illustrators, put together a wonderful collection of fiction, non-fiction
and sketches, drawing on the theme of hope, aptly entitled 'The Hope Project.'
A few weeks ago, I began a Hope Project; I emailed some of the children’s writers and artists
whose work I love most. I asked them to write something very short, fiction or non-fiction, or
draw something that would make the children reading it feel like possibility-ists: something
that would make them laugh or wonder or snort or smile. The response was magnificent, which
shouldn’t have surprised me, because children’s writers and illustrators are professional
hunters of hope. I hope that the imagination can be a place of shelter for children in the hard
months ahead and that The Book of Hopes might be useful in that, even if only a little.”
Katherine Rundell
It is available to read for free using the following link and is well worth looking, at over Half
Term perhaps.
https://literacytrust.org.uk/news/katherine-rundell-launches-the-book-of-hopes-a-freechildrens-book-by-over-110-authors-and-illustrators/
Also, I know that many of our children enjoyed a recording of David Walliams' The Midnight
Gang from Chichester Theatre earlier this month. They are now offering, also free of charge,
a recording of Beauty and the Beast, which may also be a lovely activity for over Half Term.
Please do encourage your children to maintain an excellent reading habit during Half Term and
as our remote teaching and learning continue.
I hope you all have a lovely relaxing and safe Half Term.
Mrs Beach

PERFORMING ARTS
I cannot quite believe that we have arrived at half term already! It is with little surprise that
I am reporting back on another wonderful week of work from all of our boys and girls. It was
particularly enjoyable to all go to the virtual theatre together too. Seeing live theatre is so
important, but in these circumstances we really did do the next best thing!
With so much wonderful work coming in not in photo form, I am unable to share with you in
Friday Notes. However, do head over to Twitter and follow the Drama account to see samples
of the excellent work being completed by our pupils: @StHilarys_Drama
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Please read below to see what each Year group has been up to:
Reception continued with their pre-recorded YouTube sessions with great enthusiasm. I must
thank you for all the videos that are coming through of all the smiley faces enjoying the session!
Y1, after looking at a published poem all about their Dad being a secret agent, it was time to
become writers and create a rhyming poem about their Mum being a super-agent! Once more,
some of the videos coming in were remarkable – a special mention to Autumn in 1H – incredible
work!
Y2 continued looking at the Greek Myth of Medusa this week, and were creating our own telling
of the story.
Y3 & 4 had to miss their lesson this week for our virtual school trip – a wonderful excuse if you
ask me as they were watching ‘A Tiger’s Tale’ whilst Drama was timetabled...!
Y5 enjoyed a lesson themed around ‘A Tiger’s Tale’, and were challenged to recreate their
favourite parts of the play. Hats off to Immy (and Harry!), and also Issy and Grace (and Mr
Haynes...!) for their wonderful recreations.
Y6 continued with their devising project, many girls are now on to script writing and bringing
their ideas to life! I have seen some really exciting work, and look forward to rounding these
projects off after half term!
I wish you all a relaxing and enjoyable half term break, and look forward to hitting the ground
running with you all once more at the beginning of June!
Mr Parton

ART
St. Hilary's pupils have had yet another extremely creative week. Y3 have produced beautiful
Egyptian artefacts including Tutankhamun's death mask, intricate paintings and
necklaces. Philippa really immersed herself in Egyptian culture!
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Y4 have been looking at the work of William Morris and his Arts and Crafts designs. Pupils in
Y5 have studied the work of Andy Goldsworthy, creating their own sculptures out of natural
objects and Y6 have started to look at the work of textile artist Heidi Rhodes and will create
their own beautiful textile pieces.

Wishing you all a creative, happy and safe Half Term.
Miss Brooker

SPORTS NEWS
Well done to all the children who entered the first St Hilary’s School Sport virtual PE athletics
competition. It was great to see you all putting into practice the skills they have learned at
home over the last few weeks. You did some excellent sprinting, jumping and throwing and I am
very proud of your improvements and loved seeing your photos and videos. Certificates will be
sent to form tutors.
Results for The Virtual Athletics Competition:
Year 1
St

1
2nd
3rd
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Throw
Freddie
Autumn
Willow & Benjamin

Standing Long Jump
Autumn
Charlotte
Lexi & Matilda

20m Sprint
Freddie
Matilda & Zachery
Lexi
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Year 2

St

1
2nd
3rd

Throw
George S
Charlie
Georgina

Standing Long Jump
George S
Effie
James

20m Sprint
George S
Charlie
Flora

Throw

Standing Long Jump
Hongming
Harry
Zachary

20m Sprint
Harry
Edward
Theo & Zachary

Throw

Standing Long Jump
Hettie
Isabella
Mimi & Poppy

20m Sprint
Emilia
Mimi
Isabella

Throw

20m Sprint

Tara
Isobel
Lexi

Standing Long Jump
Rose
Lily
Abi

Lexi
Lily
Rose

Throw
Grace & Izzy
Rosie
Sofia S

Standing Long Jump
Grace & Izzy
Scarlet
Rosie

20m Sprint
Imogen
Rosie
Grace & Izzy

Throw

Standing Long Jump
Tahlia
Bea
Ella

20m Sprint

Year 3 – Boys

St

1
2nd
3rd

Edward
Zachary
George

Year 3 – Girls

St

1
2nd
3rd

Emilia
Poppy
Lydia

Year 4

St

1
2nd
3rd

Year 5

St

1
2nd
3rd

Year 6

St

1
2nd
3rd
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Pippa
Daisy Wi
Ella

Maia
Francesca
Pippa
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St Hilary’s Half-Term Challenge
Over
half-term
I
am
challenging families and staff
to collectively walk, run or
cycle the length of the UK
from John O’Groats to Land’s
End which is 874 miles. As you
are out and about over halfterm track your distance as a
family and send me the
number of miles you have
travelled either by email
lmcguigan@sthilarysschool.com

or on Showbie.
Mrs McGuigan

The Kindness Bucket
Thank you for all your comments and input to the Kindness Bucket this week. I was so pleased
to hear about all these acts of Kindness.

Name
Orla

Class
Y3

Philippa

Y3

Isabella

2

Anjali &
Priyanka

Y2 and R
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Kindness Comment
Created a beautiful thank you note for friends who
had given a lemon meringue pie.
Pip is sitting with her sister every day to do a
different subject... maths, handwriting, music, art
etc. She’s coming up with different things to do for
each lesson and they have stuck to it. Pip is
incredibly patient with her and Zoe is in fact learning
new things!
Isabella was struggling to get to sleep the other night and
so I said that I was too and she said straight away, “Don’t
worry, will help you get to sleep first Mummy”. She then
began to sing me a lullaby and stroke my face to try to
send me to sleep, which I thought was very kind.
For looking after mama when she wasn’t feeling well. They
gave me a lovely long foot massage to help ease my
headache despite wanting to go out for a bike ride. They
spent ages taking care of mama! Mama really did feel a lot
better after all that tlc! Thank you so much girls!
Friday Notes – 22nd May 2020

Sophia

Y4

Matilda

Y1
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Sophie has let her mother rest after working a night shift
and has then prepared her some lunch.
Matilda has been absolutely amazing at looking after her
baby brother Oscar, helping him with his zoom calls with
Miss Woodman, reading to him and looking after him when
I can't as I'm very busy with her older brother. She's
been such a help and I couldn't have done the last 5
weeks as successfully without her help!
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